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1.1. In this paper we study a class of operators in Banach space 
which present a natural generalization of the class of self-adjoint operators. 
It has points in common with the extensive theory of DuNFORD's 2) on 
spectral operators, and while these classes overlap, neither contains the 
other. That this generalization is of importance is shown by the example 
mentioned in 5.2. The translation operator in L(- oo, oo) belongs to our 
class which is closely connected with differentiation. Since translations 
form a group, there is no doubt that this theory will yield some important 
theorems belonging to the theory of groups of operators. 
1.2. The second section is devoted to the definition of a generalized 
integral, devised by S. BocHNER 3 ) for trigonometric integrals. L. Schwartz's 
distributions could of course be used instead. Section three defines classes 
of operators we shall deal with. In the next section we prove some im-
portant inclusion relations of these classes. Section 5 brings two kinds 
of examples which easily could be generalized in many different directions. 
Section six is devoted to a study of invariant subspaces. To every closed 
subset a of a(A) we learn to associate a subspace M(a) which is invariant 
under A. By a dual procedure this can be done also for open subsets 
of a(A). 
1.3. In 6.14 is given what is substantially Wermer's theorem. It 
shows the possibility of extending the present results to much more general 
classes of operators. There are many loose ends and unsolved problems. 
One such is the relation inverse to 6.12 which is simple for non-overlapping 
sets but seems to be much deeper in the general case. This question seems 
to be closely related to another: if a and a are complementary with 
respect to a(A), a closed while a is open, is M(a) ED M(a) dense in ~H 
The affirmative answer is to be expected. 
First we state some definitions and lemmas. 
1 ) This research has been partially sponsored by the U.S.Army. 
2) e.g. Pac. J. Math. 2, 559-614 (1952). 
3 ) Fouriersche Integrale, Leipzig 1932 also F. WoLF, Theory of Sunrmability 
of Trig. Int. University of California Press, 1947. 
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2.1. 0'">[a; b] is the Banach space of functions continuous with their 
first n continuous derivatives and 
n 
llxll,.= L max lx'k>(s)j. 
k=O :l;E[a,b] 
2.2. Definition. We use the notation 4) 
{j f (A.) d" E (A.)= "i\ -l)t [fm (b) Etn-t-1> (b +) _ fm (a) Etn-z-1> (a-)] (2.2.1) a l=O k 
+ (-I)" I f"'l (A.) E (A.) d). 
a 
for a finite interval [a, b ], f E Qtn> [a, b ], E a function with values in a 
Banach space \B, continuous as a function of A. on [a, b], except for a 
finite number of discontinuities. Etml(b+ ), Etm>(a-) are arbitrary vectors 
in \B and only for convenience sake did we adopt this particular notation. 
2.3. The above definition is one of many that are possible. Another 
alternative in some ways preferable is the following 
{j /(A.) d" E(A.)=ni2 ( -I)l [f(l) (b) Etn-l-1) (b+) -/(!)(a) Etn-l-1) (a-)] (2.3.1) a !=0 b 
+ ( -l)n-1 I r-1) (A.) dE (A.) 
a 
and require f E Qtn- 1> to be absolutely integrable and E to be a a-finite 
measure with values in \B. 
2.4. The integral defined in (2.2.1) is invariant under addition to E 
of a polynomial P n-1 of order n- l. 
For this reason it would be possible, without loss of generality, to 
suppose that half of the numbers E'il(a-) and Eti>(b +) are zero. 
2.5. If E has n-1 derivatives at c, a<c<b, then 
b c b 
I f (A) dn E (A.)= I f (A) d'"' E (A)+ I f (A.) dn E (A.) • 
a a c 
The verification of this is straightforward. 
2.6. If E=P,._1 for A. E [c, d], where either (i) [c, d] C (a, b) or (ii) c<a 
or (iii) b<d then (2.2.1) does not depend on the values off in (c, d). 
Proof. If fv 12 E o(n) differ only in (c, d) then the functions and their 
n-1 derivatives agree even at c and d. It is easy to show that the respective 
integrals have the same values. 
2.7. If we subtract from [a, b] all the open intervals, where E=P11_ 1 6), 
4) This type of integral has been introduced by S. Bochner, in his book 
Fouriersche Integrale. cf. also F. Wolf, On a Theory of (0, k) summability of Trig. 
Integrals, Univ. of Calif. Press, Berkeley 1946, also L. Schwartz, Distributions. 
6 ) In different intervals not necessarily the same. 
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we get a closed set M which we shall call the support of d11E. We shall write 
b 
If().) dn E ().)=If().) dn E ().), 
a M 
2.8. The expression 
b 
F (f)= I f ().) d11 E ().) 
a 
defines a mapping from Q(nl into ~ that is continuous. We define its 
support as the smallest closed set S, such that for all fv f2 E 0'111 that 
agree on S, F(/1) = F(/2). 
That there exists a smallest such set is shown in the familiar way. 
Interesting is a theorem which sheds light on the inverse of the above. 
It has been proved by BARTLE-DUNFORD-SCHWARTZ 6) that a mapping 
from QWJ to a Banach space ~1 , f --+ f(A) is of the form 
f(A) =I f().)dE().) 
for a measure E with values in ~1 if and only if the mapping is weakly 
compact. The difficulty is that in our case ~1 will be the Banach space 
of operators in a given Banach space ~. There seems so little known 
about ~v its adjoint space and its reflexivity that it seems very difficult 
to give conditions on ~ and A that would guarantee the weak compactness 
of the mapping. 
In this section we state definitions of classes of operators in Banach 
space which we shall later compare and whose properties we shall study. 
3.1. Definition. m:k is the class of operators A, having their 
spectrum on 1).1 =I, such that there exists an operator E which as a 
function of ). satisfies the conditions given in 2.2 and 
(3.l.I) 
for every rational function f, having singularities only at 0 and =· 
Because of the location of the spectrum, A-1 is bounded. Hence f(A) 
is a well-defined bounded operator. 
In view of 2.8, formula (3.l.I) will extend the definition of f(A) to all 
I E o(n)(IAI =I). 
3.2. Definition. ~k is the class of operators A, whose resolvents 
near the unit circle satisfy, for some M, the inquality 
IIR().; A)II<M/II-I).W. 
3.3. Definition. ~k is the class of operators A, for which there 
exists an M such that for - = < n < =, 
8 ) Canadian Journal of Mathematics 7, 289-305 (1955). 
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3.4. The class [ 0 has been studied by E. R. LORCH 7) under the name 
of weakly almost periodic operators. It has been proved by B. Sz. NAGY 7) 
that in a Hilbert space, A E [ 0 is equivalent to the existence of a unitary 
B and a regular positive bounded selfadjoint T such that 
A=T-1BT. 
3.5. Definition. 'l)k is the class of operators A, for which there 
exists an M such that for all f, rational with singularities at 0 and oo only, 
11/(A )II< Mil/lin; 
the last norm is the one in o(nl(JA.J = 1 ). 
3.6. From 2.8 follows mk C ~k· 
In this section we prove a number of inclusion relations for the classes 
defined in the previous section. 
4.1. Theorem. 5Bk C m1 for l>k+ 1, l= [l]. 
Proof. Suppose A E5Bk. It is well-known that for 0<y<1<b, 
f rational with singularities at 0 and oo only 8) 
/(A)=1/(2:rri) J R(A.;A)f(A.)dA.-1/(2ni) J R(A.;A)f(A.)dA.. 
1-'1~6 1-<l~y 
We shall integrate by parts and put, for J A.J < 1, 
.. 00 
S,; (z) = ( -iA. -I J dA.)k R (A.; A)= (- i)k! A -n-l J,.nfnk. 
Obviously, for l>k+ 1, S 1-(z) is bounded for JA.J < l. Hence S 1-(z) has 
bounded boundary values s!-(ei0) on JA.J = l. Therefore 
21t 
1/(2ni) J R(A.; A) f(A.) dA.= l/(2ni) J eiO Sj (ei0) (dfd8) 1 f(ei0) dO. 
1-'l~y 0 
Similarly, for JA.J >I, 
Again S+ is bounded and its boundary values St(ei0) on JA.J = 1 are 
00 
St (ei0) =I 01/l! + i 1 ! An e-Hn+Mf(n + 1 )1, 
n~l 
and 
! 
(1J2ni) J R(A.;A)f(A.)dA.=-IJ(2n)!(-2n)kj!k- 1l(1)/kl+ 
1-'1=6 k~l 
7) E. R. Lorch, Trans. Amer. Math. Soc. 49, 18-40 (1941) and B. Sz. Nagy, 
Acta Univ. Szeged Sect. Sci. Math. 11, 152-157 (1947). 
8 ) Dtmford, Spectral theory I. Convergence to projections. Trans. Amer. Math. 
Soc. 54, 185-217 (1943). 
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If we put 
and 
E(l-nl (2n+) -E<I-nl (0- )= (2n)"- 1 ljn! 
then 
211 
I(A)= J l(eio) dzE(O). 
0 
Hence A E llf1• 
4.2. If ei6 is in the resolvent set of A, then obviously Sit(z) and Sk"(z) 
differ in its neighborhood by a polynomial in z of degree k-l. Hence, 
near (), E(O) is a polynomial in () of the same degree. By 2. 7 
f(A)= J l(eiA)d"E().). 
a(A) 
Because of 2.8 this formula is valid also for any IE C<"'(j).j = 1). 
Using the function 1/(fJ,-eiA), we can show that the support of d"E().) 
is not just contained in a(A), but is precisely a(A). 
4.3. Definitions. By a., we designate the singularities of R;.x. By 
a! we designate the support of the mapping I--+ I(A)x from c<nl to the 
elements of the Banach space >S. 
4.4. If A E >Sk, then to every x, there exists a vector function F().), 
such that for I E c<n), 
I(A)x= I l(eiA)d"F().). 
It is obvious that a! is the support of d" F().). 
The proof closely parallels that of 4.1. 
4.5. If e'8 E"(J'.,, then in the neighborhood of(), F is a polynomial of ). 
of degree ·n-1. 
This is analogous to 4.2. 
4.6. If /l E a;, then 
is analytic at /l· 
4.7. From the preceding it follows immediately that a.,~ a:. From 
4.5 on the other hand we obtain a:~ a.,. Hence a.,= a!. 
4.8. Theorem. [k~llf1 for l>k+1, l=[l]. 
Proof. If A E [k, then Sz+(ei8) and sz-(e18 ) are continuous, because 
they are given by absolutely convergent trigonometric series. The remainder 
of the proof is the same as in 4.1. 
4.9. mk ~ >Bk+l' 
Proof. If A E mk, then we obtain 
R().; A)= f-. 1- dk E(f-l). A-p. 
a(A.) 
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Using (2,2.1), we can deduce a majorant for IIR(A.; A)il which shows that 
A E )Bk+l" 
4.Io. wk h ~k+l· 
Proof. The relation 
A"= J A."dkE(A.) 
implies by means of (2.2.1) that A E ~k+l" 
4.11. lBkh~k· 
Proof. For positive n 
A"=~ f R(A.; A)A" dA.. 
2:nt 1-<1-6>1 
Hence 
IIA"il <Mib"l/(b-I)k. 
If we put b=nf(n-k), then we get easily IIA"Ii=O(nk). Similarly for 
negative n. 
4.12. ~k h )Bk+l" 
Proof. For IA.I >I and A E ~ .. , 
00 
R(A.; A)= LA" A_-n-1. 
n-o 
This implies 
00 
IIR (A.; A) II ~ M L nk lA. -n- 11 =0 (IA.I-I)-k-1· 
n-o 
Similarly for JA.J <I. Hence A E )Bk+l· 
4.13. From the general theory of Banach spaces we know that 
!IAII=IIA*II· Hence, if A E )Bk also A* is in the corresponding class lBt 
defined for operators in )B*. Similarly A E wk is equivalent to A* E WZ• 
It is easy to verify that the E* corresponding to A* is the adjoint operator 
to E which corresponds to the original A. To make relations perfectly 
symmetric, it is convenient to suppose )B reflexive. 
5.1. Examples. In )B = $)1 ED $)2, $)1 = $)2, define in an obvious notation 
the operator 
d = (An 112) ' 
0 A22 
where A =A11 =A22 denotes a unitary operator in Sj, and 112 takes x E ~2 
into the same x E .\)1• Its resolvent is 
-112 (AI- A22) - 2). 
(AI -A22)-1 
It is obvious that dE lB2, because A E lB1• Further 
d"= (A~1 nA~!1112) 
0 A~2 
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and this shows that dE [ 1• The operator rff corresponding to d can be 
computed from the formulas for Si and S2 given in 4.1, and after some 
reasoning and computation it can be shown that d E m2• 
This example shows that our classes contain nilpotent operators. 
5.2. In lB = L(- =, =) put 
Ax(s) =x(s+ l). 
Obviously IIAnll< l for all -=<n<= and hence A E [ 0 • By a detailed 
analysis, we can show that f(A) is not of the form f f().)dE().) with a 
a-finite measure. 
The study of this example and of that of dfds in L( -=, =) would 
take us outside the scope of this paper and will be subject of a special note. 
5.3. From a discussion due to HILLE 9), it follows that in L(- =,ex:>; f-l) 
we can choose the measure f-l in such a way that the translation operator 
belongs to a class [k with any preassigned k. 
In this section we shall study the invariant subspaces of the given 
operator A and their correspondence to closed subsets of a(A). We give 
several equivalent ways of constructing invariant subspaces. 
First we need several preliminary definitions and lemmas about 
functions in Q!nl. 
6.1. Definition. <p(Xo) n=Owilldenote<p(Xo)=<p'(xo)= ... =<p(nl(xo)=O. 
6.2. Definitions. N<p={Aj<p(A)=O} and N<p(A)={xj<p(A)x=O}. 
We shall use Int S to denote the interior of the point set S. 
6.3. Toevery<pEO(nl(-=,=) such that <p(x)=O implies <p(x)n=O and 
<p(x) = 0 outside of (a, b), and to every .s > 0, there exists a 1p E Qlnl such 
that Int N1p d. N<p and ll??-1fllln<.s. 
Proof. The set {).j<p(A) # 0} is open and consists therefore of an 
enumerable set of intervals Jk. Let <pk().) = <p(A) for ). E Jk and <pk().) = 0 
outside of Jk. Then I<p1,().) = <p(A). Evidently II?? lin= max ll??kll..- We shall 
k 
approximate <pk in the desired way by 1flk, different from zero only inside 
J]r,. Then, for 1p= I1flk, ll??-1fllln=max ll??k-1fJklln· 
k 
Translate Jk's center into zero and obtain ( -ak, ak). We put 1flk(A)= 
=<pk(A+£XA2 ) for 0<£X<l/(2a~), -ak<A<ak and 1flk().)=0 for all other).. 
Since <pk(). + £XA 2) is zero in the neighborhoods of ak and - ak, 1flk E o(nl and 
different from zero only inside ( -ak, ak). 
It is easy to verify that, for m < n, there exist constants cik> i > 2 k 
such that 
1p~m) ().) = Cmo <p(m) (). + 1XA2) ( l + 2£XA)m + 
+ cml <p(m-1) (). + iXA 2) ( l + 21XA)m-2 iX + Cm2 <p(m-2) (). + iXA 2) ( l + 2£XA)m- 4 1X2 + ... 
9 ) Hille, Functional Analysis and Semigroups, Amer. Math. Society Coll. Publ. 
31, 334 (1948), theorem 16.3.1. 
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Because of the uniform continuity of q;~' for l,;;;;; n, it is evident that 
lim max /Ticm> (/.) -1pkm> (I.)/= 0 
<>->-0 ). 
and hence also 
lim //T-"PI/n=O. 
<>->-0 
This proves the theorem. 
6.4. In the situation described in 6.3 there exists an hE Qln> such that 
1p=hq;. 
Pro of. If q;(/.)76 0, then put h(/.) = 'lf(A)/T(A). For all other I. put h(/.) = 0. 
6.5. From now on, we suppose that we are given an operator A in 
Banach space such that for all q; E Qln'(/.1.1 = 1) 
q;(A) = f T(ei?.)dnE(I.). 
The domain of the functions q; and 'If will always be the unit circle and 
all of them satisfy q;(/.)=0--+ q;(/.) 11 =0. 
6.6. JVq; C JV1p implies JVq;(A) C JV1p(A). 
Proof. By 6.4, there exists an hE Qln> such that 1p=h, q;. From 
tp(A) = h(A) · q;(A) the conclusion follows. 
6.7. If JVq;=%1f, then JVq;(A)=JV1p(A). 
Proof. To q; construct a sequence of q;1 such that Int JVq;1 J JVq; 
and llq;-q;1lln< ljl. By 2.8, q;(A)=lim q;1(A). From 6.4 follows the existence 
I 
of {h1}, {k1} such that q;1(A)=h1(A)q;(A) and q;1(A)=k1(A)1p(A). Now, 6.6 
yields n ..;Vq;z(A) J ..;Vq;(A) and n ..;Vq;I(A) J %1p(A). For X E n..;Vq;t(A), 
l l I 
q;(A )x =lim q;1(A )x = 0 and therefore x E ..;V q;(A ). Hence 
l 
JV q;(A) = n JV q;1(A) J JV 1p(A ). 
I 
Because of the symmetry of conditions on q; and tp the assertion is proved. 
6.8. If JVtp C ..!Vlp, even if we dispense with the condition 
tp(/.)=0--+ 'lf(/.)11 =0, 
we still can prove in a similar way JV1p(A) C JVq;(A). 
6.9. To every closed set S, there corresponds a q;8 E Qln> such that 
..!Vq;s=S. 
Proof. For I. ES we take of course q;8 (1.)=0. If a, b are endpoints 
of an interval that is complementary to S, then in (a, b), set 
6.10. Theorem. To every closed S C a(A) corresponds a subspace 
im(S) of the Banach space which is invariant under A: Aim(S) C im(S). 
Proof. Since the values of q; outside of a(A) do not affect q;(A), 
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therefore points of S outside of a(A) will not affect im(S). By 6.9, construct 
q;8 and set im(S) = .Af q;(A ). Now 6. 7 shows that im(S) is independent of q;. 
6.11. im(S1 n S2)=im(S1 ) n im(S2). 
Proof. Define q;8,, q;8 , as in 6.9. Then .Af(q;8 ,+q;8 ,)=S. If xEim(S1) n 
n im(S2), then q;8 ,(A)x=q;8,(A)x= (q;1 +q;2) (A)x=O. Hence x E im(S) or 
im(S1 ) n im(S2) C im(S). On the other hand, by 6.8, im(S) C im(Si), i= 1, 2 
or im(S) C im(S1 ) n im(S2). 
6.12. im(S1 u 8 2) .d im(S1 ) U im(S2). The proof is trivial. 
6.13. In the next theorem we shall need the following Lemma. Let 
f(z) be a function analytic in R[IA.I <c, l,ul <d] such that lf(z)l < U(,u). 
+ + 
If J log log U(,u)d,u < oo, then, for every domain D completely interior to 
R, there exists a constant d depending only on D and U(,u) such that 
lf(z)l ..;;d for zED. 
The lemma is due to SJoBERG and other proofs were given by LEVINSON 
and the present author 10). 
6.14. Theorem (WERMER) 11). If 
+ + J log log max II R,.+i,.. (A) II d,u < oo 
;. 
then, for every closed S, {xla., C S} is a subspace invariant under A. 
Proof. Suppose lim xn =X, a.,. C S, A.0 arbitrary and such that A.0 E S. 
To prove the theorem it is sufficient to prove that A.0 E a.,. 
By 4.3, R,.(A)xn is analytic in {reiqllarg A.0 -e<q;<arg A.0 +e} for a 
sufficiently small e. Take fn(A.) = R,.(A)xn and U(r) =max IIR,.iqi(A)il· Then 
lp 
the conditions of the preceding lemma are satisfied so that there exists a 
. d1 +I d2 +1 d e e y for whwh llfn(A.)ii<r for - 2 - <r< - 2- an arg A.o- 2 <q;<argA.0 + 2 . 
Hence {fn(A.)} represents a uniformly bounded set of analytic functions. 
Since r 7.H implies limR,.(A)xn=R~(A)x, it follows easily that RJ.(A)x is 
n 
analytic in a neighborhood of A.0 and A.0 Ea.,. 
From the obvious relations ax+v Ca., u av, it follows that {xla., C S} 
is a linear set. Therefore it is a subspace. 
6.15. The subspace discussed in 6.14 is identical with im(S) defined 
in the proof of 6.10. 
Proof. The inclusion a., C S guarantees, by 4.3-7 that the support 
of the mapping f--+ f(A)x is in S. But q;8 on S is zero, hence x E im(S). 
10) Sjoberg, Comptes Rendus du Congres Math. a Helsingfors, 1938, Levinson, 
Gap and Density Theorems, Amer. Math. Soc. Coli. Publ 26, 1940, p. 127, 
theorem 43; Wolf, Journal of London Math. Soc. 14, (1939) p. 208 and Bull. Amer. 
Math. Soc. 48 (1942) p. 931. Its generalization to vector functions is trivial. 
11 ) Duke Journal, 19, 615-622 (1952). 
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Suppose S0 closed to be such that lnt S0 :2 S, "P E O(nl and "P(A.) = 0 in S0• 
Then "PIIPs E o(u), if we define the ratio to be zero, whenever the denominator 
is zero. 
Now, for x E ffil(S) 
'!Jl(A)x= ('lflfrp8 )(A) ·q;8 (A) = 0 
for every such "P· Hence the support of the mapping f -'>- f(A )x which 
by 4. 7 is a., is in S0 • Since this is true for every neighborhood of S we get 
a., C S. The proof is complete. 
6.16. The next construction establishes a correspondence between 
open sets and invariant subspaces. From now on, for convenience we shall 
suppose that 5B is reflexive. 
Theorem. Given an open set 0 and a cp0 EO(nl such that .%cp0 =0 
the complement of 0, then the closure of the range of cp0 (A) denoted by 
ffil(O) is an invariant subspace of A. It is independent of the particular 
choice of cp0 • 
Proof. It is well-known that 
(6.16.1) 
where ffil*(O) denotes ffil(S) for S=O, constructed in 6.10 from A* in 5B*. 
Since ffil*(O) is independent of the particular choice of cp, so is m</>(0). 
We shall therefore drop the subscript. 
It is obvious that x E ffil(O) is equivalent to the existence of a sequence 
{Yn} such that lim cp0 (A)yn=x. This implies lim Acp0 (A)y,.=Ax or 
n n 
lim cp0 (A)Ay,.=Ax, which in turn yields AxE ffil(O). 
II 
6.17. a., C 0 implies x E ffil(O). 
Proof. On a.,, cp0 has a positive mnumum. Hence there exists a 
"P E 0'"1 differing from zero in 0 such that on ax, cfoo"P = l. The support of 
d"E(A.)x is a.,. Therefore 
X= I cp0 '1fld"E(A.) X= I cp0 d"E(A.) I 'lfld"'E(A.) x=cp0 (A) '!Jl(A) x. 
~ aw ~ 
This shows that x E ffil(O). 
6.18. The subspace ffil(O) is the closure of the set {xi a., C 0}. 
Proof. Suppose x=cp0 (A)y. Then there exists a sequence x~=cfoo,.(A)y 
such that a .. :2 on-V lim x .. =X. This follows from 6.3. Since IPo . cfoo = 0, 
,...., n n-1 
we get, by 6.10, Xn E ffil(On). From 6.15 follows a., C 0. Hence x is in the 
closure of {xi a., C 0}. But the smallest subspace containing all such x is 
exactly ffil(O). The proof is complete. 
